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September 2017
Announcements
No September Meeting Our next regular meeting is scheduled for October
14th.
Annual Picnic Our Third annual picnic is scheduled for Sunday, September
24th at the Quaker Race Day Use Area
in Gifford Pinchot State Park. See page
12 for details. Everyone is invited, so
please bring a friend. Sign-up via our
website so we can get an accurate
headcount.
TransCentralPA Family is a special
meeting for families and friends with
trans and gender expansive youth.
They meets the first Sunday of each
month from 3 to 5 pm. See page 4 for
meeting information and location.
Please email us at family@transcentralpa.org with questions.
Keystone 2018 Mark your calendars
for the 2018 Keystone Conference.
March 6-11, 2018. The hotel room
block will be opening VERY soon so
please join either the Keystone or
TransCentralPA mailing list to be kept
up-to-date!
Questions about updating gender
markers or gender designation on
PA IDs or driver's licenses and would
like to talk to a supportive person inside
of PennDOT before moving forward
with the process? Inquiries about
changing the gender designation on PA
IDs or driver's licenses, contact alecampbel@pa.gov or call 717-787-0485.
TCPA Membership Dues are a onetime annual fee of $20. Dues are used
to pay for meeting space, program literature, our website and our affiliation
with and support of community groups
and activities such as Common Roads,
the Community Center, Central Pennsylvania Pride, etc. Please continue to
support our organization and efforts by

joining or renewing your membership—we are making a difference!

non-members. See their website for
details.

The LGBT Center offers meet-ups in
Lancaster and York for LGBT women,
LGBT men, LGBT parents, and LGBT
seniors. Each meet-up takes place
one Monday each month in Lancaster,
and one Wednesday each month in
York. Information can be found at
www.centralpalgbtcenter.org/
programs, visitors can also link to a
closed Facebook group for the relevant meet-ups they may be interested
in connecting with.

Sheraton Discount We have negotiated the special rate of $119/night for
TransCentralPA members and guests at
the Sheraton Harrisburg-Hershey Hotel
($159/night during June, July and August). To take advantage, enter the SET
code 529363 where it asks for a SET/
Corporate Account code.

CPGLCC (short for Central Pennsylvania Gay & Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce) is conducting their monthly Business Networking Mixer at
Neumyer Funeral Home in Harrisburg,
PA on Wednesday, September 13th
from 6 to 8 pm. The cost is $10 for

Red Roof Inn Discount. We have negotiated a rate of $42.99/night for
TranscentralPA members and guests.
To take advantage of this special offer,
call the hotel directly at (717) 939-1331
and use the rate code ‘TCPA’, Ask for
details.

Questions or Announcements?
E-mail us at info@transcentralPA.org

www.AlderHealth.org
Improving the Health of All

Calendar of Events

From the President

Bold text are TransCentralPA sponsored

Joanne’s Jottings
Here we are into fall, and in less than one month,
we will begin firing on all cylinders preparing for
Keystone 2018. Was it not five minutes ago that we
were planning our participation in the summer
PRIDE events? Time often becomes an unrelenting
enemy, as there never seems to be enough of it,
and that the little we have rushes past us far too
fast.
Speaking of the summer PRIDE events, thanks to
so many of you that made our participation both
Joanne Carroll
enjoyable and successful. We were at Lancaster,
President
Harrisburg, and York and while the temptation exists
to list those that helped, I will not, out of fear that I
may inadvertently leave someone out. Each of you knows the contribution you made, so please realize that I am so grateful for each of you.
Perhaps some of the rest of you might start thinking about the summer
of 2018
Perhaps via Facebook or by some other media means, (or you may or
not know) on August 14, 2017, I resigned from Board of Directors of
Equality PA, and from the office of its President. It was a truly great
honor that someone representing the trans-community was given a seat
at the table and elected to positions of responsibility. This was especially true as we worked again for the passage of the PA Fairness Act
(the name of the legislation designed to eliminate discrimination based
on sexual orientation or preference and gender identity and expression).
My resignation from EqualityPA was brought on by the recent medical
change in my life. That new normal caused me to reassess my priorities, and TransCentralPA must always be my main concern. Anything
that would detract from my ability to do the work you entrusted to me…I
will always set aside or remove from my life.
One of the greatest joys of my life is to serve this organization and the
trans-community at large and history will be the judge of our success.
Thank you so much for entrusting me with this position I hold. As I have
stated many times before….I cherish the work, I treasure the friendships I have made, I relish the challenges presented each day, and I
value the results. The work you have given me to do is important for
our community now and in the days, weeks and years to come.
Please make plans to join us at our picnic, coming on September 24,
2017. We have a reasonably private location where we can kick off our
shoes, and eat some great food and have a time of just getting to know
one another better. It is a potluck, so bring your own non-alcoholic beverage as well as some favorite picnic item to share; (there is a signup
sheet so that we can plan for your presence). As always,
TransCentralPA will provide hotdogs, burgers, buns, condiments and
utensils. Do not hesitate to bring a friend, a prospective member, your
partner, significant other or an ally, because everyone is welcome.
More people = more fun!
If you have not realized it by now, I love our organization and every one
of you. Please be active with us and as busy as your schedule and
your personal situation will allow. See you soon I hope!
Luv and hugs,
Joanne

- Joanne
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Sep
9

No TransCentralPA Meeting

Sep
24

Third Annual TCPA Picnic
Quaker Race Day Use Area
Pinchot State Park, PA

Oct
1

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
St. Paul’s UCC
Mechanicsburg, PA

Oct
14

TransCentralPA Dinner
Meeting @ the MCC Of The Spirit
Social Time-Location @ Sheraton

Oct
15—22

Fantasia Fair
Provincetown, MA

Nov
3&4

Gender Conference East
Newark, NJ

Nov
5

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
St. Paul’s UCC
Mechanicsburg, PA

Nov
11

TransCentralPA Dinner
Meeting @ the MCC Of The Spirit
Social Time-Location @ Sheraton

Nov
19—23

Lake Erie Gala
Erie, PA

Dec
9

TransCentralPA Dinner
Meeting @ the MCC Of The Spirit
Social Time-Location @ Sheraton

Dec
3

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
St. Paul’s UCC
Mechanicsburg, PA

Jan 7

TransCentralPA Families Meeting
St. Paul’s UCC
Mechanicsburg, PA

Visit www.TransCentralPA.org for details & more event info!

Spouse/Significant Other Program
5 Gender-Neutral Alternatives to ‘Boyfriend’ and ‘Girlfriend’
December 23, 2013 by Maddie McClouskey from EveryDayFeminism.com

Two smiling people embracing,
touching their noses and foreheads
together, and looking into each other's eyes.
I don’t know about you, but I don’t
feel like declaring and then explaining my sexual identity when it’s irrelevant to the conversation.

I’m in love with my best friend. She’s
a woman. So am I.
Sometimes that information is required, but you’d be surprised how
often it really isn’t.
If you’re a queer person who doesn’t
feel the need to go into details at the
moment or a straight person acting in
solidarity with the LGBTQIA+ community, using gender-neutral terms of
affection can work in your favor.
If you happen to be bisexual, pansexual, or fluid, but currently in a relationship that appears to be heterosexual, a gender-neutral term can
prevent people from asking fun questions like, “Wait, weren’t you gay before?”
If you or your partner identify as
genderqueer, trans, genderfluid, or
otherwise non-binary, taking gender
out of the equation can make understanding easier for people less in-the
-know.
You are a person dating another person. That’s simple enough for anyone to understand, right?
In addition to the benefits to the
LGBTQIA+ community, I find that
there are gender-neutral words that
better describe the nature of your
relationship than “boyfriend” or
“girlfriend.”
Without further ado, here are some
gender-neutral choices to say instead:
1. Partner
I’ve heard the term “life partner”
used ( usually by older, cisgender,
long-term gay couples) as well, but
that distinction seems a bit antiquated now that more states have legal-

ized same-sex marriage.
I used to really dislike the term
“partner” because to me, it evoked
cowboys.
Now that I’m older and in a happy relationship, the term has grown on me
because I have a partner in crime as
well as a lover and monogamous girlfriend
2. Lover
If you have a flair for the dramatic, this
is a great word.

You run the risk of sounding racist,
and I won’t be taking credit for that.
5. Goyfriend
If I’m not mistaken, “goyfriend” is a
mash-up of the words “girlfriend” and
“boyfriend.”
I have only heard it used by Ali
Stroker in reference to her Glee Project costar and partner Dani Shay,
but it’s too cute and clever to exclude.
If it applies to you, make it a thing!

As a lesbian, I personally shy away
from it because of its often lascivious
connotations (and because certain
members of my family constantly referred to my college girlfriend as my
“Lesbian Lover,” and it was just as
weird as it sounds).

Obviously, this list is far from comprehensive, but you should really talk to
your partner and see how they feel
about gender neutrality and dating
terminology. Don’t be surprised if the
discussion is new territory for your
partner.

However, if you like the sexiness and
melodrama, try calling your GF/BF
your lover.

A question you may encounter is
“Why even bother if saying boyfriend/
girlfriend works for my relationship?”

3. Significant Other

Certain gender-neutral dating words
connote a more serious relationship
than “boyfriend/girlfriend.”

I love this term because it is neutral in
every sense.
It doesn’t have the intensity of longterm commitment or overt sexuality
implicit in the other gender-neutral
terms I’ve mentioned so far.
But it also makes a point that this person is someone significant in your life,
and that’s charming.
A variation on this idea is “significant
autre,” which means the same thing,
but the word “other” is in French. I
may have only heard that version on
an episode of Will and Grace, though.
4. Boo
It’s short, sweet, cute, and a genderneutral and modernized take on the
term “beau.” What’s not to like?
Also, the early 2000s gave us this
gem. You’re welcome.
However, if calling someone your
“boo” doesn’t really fit into your dialect
– or, worse, if it sounds like you’re
mocking African-American Vernacular
English when you try using it – skip
out.
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It’s a sweet way to show the world
and my partner that I’m in it for the
long haul (but allows me more time to
save up for an engagement ring!).
Gender-neutrality can also come
across as mature, professional, and
easier for others to comprehend.
Also, you don’t want to be that person who rambles on and on, repeating “my girlfriend/boyfriend” ad nauseum.

If you’re like me, you may use different terms in different spaces.
For example, when I speak casually
with friends or tell jokes onstage or
on Twitter, I usually refer to my partner as my girlfriend.
We’re both relatively femininepresenting cis women and feel comfortable calling each other girlfriends
in spaces where we know we’ll be

See ‘Five Alternatives on page 11...

Family/Youth Program
Get to Know Some Awesome Young Adults
Who Will Be Working with TCPA Family!
My name, is Dre, and I am stoked to be getting involved with TransCentralPA
Family. I am 21 years old, and in December I’ll be graduating with a degree in
Sociology. I identify as nonbinary and queer, and while at school I am the Rainbow Alliance student advisor. I love staying involved in the community, and I’m
also very interested in activism and educating others. So, I am ready to start
working with TransCentralPA Family!

Upcoming
TransCentralPA
Family Meetings
October 1, 2017
November 5, 2017
December 3, 2017
These meetings are for families with
transgender or gender creative youth
to come and share resources and
experience. We provide an affirming
environment for parents, aunts, uncles, children, and teens. Families
meet the first Sunday of each month
from 3:00 until 5:00 pm.

I also like to keep busy in my free time. I love painting, drawing, and even making spray paint t shirts. I also played rugby for 5 years, but now, I stay active by
going to gym. Sometimes I go biking or skating on my longboard too, because I
like being outdoors. I also love cooking and spending time with friends!
My name, is Kay and I am 20 years old. I am currently not a student; however,
I plan to get an associate's / bachelor’s degree in public relations. I identify as
trans non-binary and queer. My passions involve making friends and relations
with people, and I also share a passion for activism and support. I love helping
others and allowing people to fully express themselves. I like to offer a constant safe space so nobody ever feels like they are alone in their journey.
My hobbies include hiking, longboarding, running, and staying active outdoors.
In my free time, I am usually spending time with friends, working on art projects, or spending time outside in the fresh air. I also enjoy going to museums
and exhibits that are offered in my community.
We will both be working on an exciting new program called, ARTS of PA. We
are committed to helping those of the trans* community who are starting their
transition. Our vision is to invite artists to donate pieces of art to the organization. We would then sell them through an online auction, and the money raised
would go directly to helping transgender Pennsylvanians as they transition and
begin to express their true selves. Soon, we will have a website up, and we are
looking forward to our official launch!

St. Paul’s UCC
626 Williams Grove Rd
Mechanicsburg, Pa 17050
ARTS of PA is a nonprofit that is committed
to supporting trans* individuals who are in
need to financial assistance. ARTS of PA
was created with the intention of providing
assistance for those most in need of financial support. Please do not apply if you have
the financial ability to pay for your transition.
Financial support is offered for physical transition expenses. Link to site will be up next
month!
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Five Things That Can Help Us All Better Understand
Transgender Childhood
Maya Adam, MD, Lecturer, Dept. of Pediatrics, Stanford University, School of Medicine

“Excuse me, Professor, but you forgot to teach us something very important.”
It’s the kind of feedback that a physician, teaching an upper division
course on children’s health at Stanford University, dreads hearing. Yet
this is exactly what I heard in 2011,
three years after I began teaching a
large undergraduate course called,
Critical Issues in Child Health. “I
loved your course,” the student said,
trying to ease the blow, “but there is
one critical issue that you completely
failed to address.”
It didn’t take me long to realize that
she was right. My students had spent
ten weeks exploring everything from
breastfeeding to ADHD, but they hadn’t learned anything about
transgender children and the challenges they face growing up in our
society. The reason? This topic had
been entirely absent from my own
medical education so I knew little
about what it really meant to be
transgender.
Sometimes our students can be our
greatest teachers. After that discussion, I began researching this area of
children’s health and recently
launched an online course on the
topic. I learned about the formation of
gender identity, a characteristic that
many children can express by 3-4
years of age or younger, and how
that characteristic can differ completely from the sex a child is assigned at birth. I learned that gender
identity and sexual orientation are
separate characteristics – the former
answers the question “Who am I?”
and the latter “Who am I going to
love?” I learned about the shifting
paradigm amongst physicians and
scientists who are now describing
gender identity as a characteristic
that exists along a spectrum, rather
than forcing our children to fit into two
checkboxes, one pink and the other
blue.
From families in our community, I

learned about the all-too-often hidden
fear and pain endured by parents just
like me, raising children just like mine.
Their unconditional love, bravery and
determination to make the world better
and safer for all of our children,
brought tears to my eyes. After all, who
doesn’t worry about their child being
loved and accepted in this world? Who
doesn’t pray that their child will be celebrated for who they really are?

These remarkable parents and the
physicians who practice at Stanford’s
Gender Clinic helped me to understand
what it means to be transgender and
what we can do to support the
transgender children in our world. Below are some of the key takeaways:
Physicians and scientists are only
starting to understand the biochemical factors that affect gender identity development in utero. This characteristic may be influenced by a variety of hormonal factors during fetal development and a child’s gender identity
may not always match the sex they
were assigned at birth.
Gender identity is a child’s internal
sense of where they fall on the gender
spectrum. Gender expression is the
way a child expresses their gender to
the world around them, often through
things like how they dress or the hairstyle they choose. Children who
choose not to conform to gender
norms (in terms of their gender expression) are not necessarily transgender.
The term transgender is reserved for
children who persistently and consistently express a gender identity that
does not align with their sex assigned
at birth.
During early childhood (up until puberty) the best way to support a
transgender child is to honor their
gender identity and how they wish
to express that identity, by allowing
them to dress in a way that makes
them most comfortable and use the
pronouns and/or nickname that they
prefer. This often involves working with
family members, the school and other

community members to respect a
child’s sense of who they are and
how they wish to express their gender identity.
Puberty can be especially challenging for transgender children as their
bodies begin to develop in a direction
that does not align with their gender
identity. At puberty, many
transgender individuals and their
families will choose to reversibly
pause puberty, using a puberty
blocker. This gives the child and
their family more time to make decisions and also prevents the development of some potentially irreversible
body characteristics associated with
pubertal development. In older adolescence/adulthood, decisions can
then be made about cross-sex hormone therapy and gender affirming
surgical procedures, but these choices are highly individual and many
transgender people choose not to
undergo any surgical procedures.

There are enormous and well documented risks to the mental health
of a child who is not allowed to
live and express themselves in a
way that feels authentic to them.
The rates of clinical depression and
suicide are staggeringly high in this
subset of children and adolescents.
Imagine being forced to dress up and
act like someone else every day of
your life. Imagine trying to “keep a
secret” of this magnitude from the
people you love most in all the world.
As a global community of parents, we
have a social responsibility to help
create a world that is ready to love
and celebrate each and every child
for who they are. By celebrating gender identity as a characteristic that
exists across a spectrum (and one
that may not always match sex assigned at birth), parents, teachers,
healthcare professionals and policy
makers can create a more gender
expansive environment - one that
allows all of our children to live authentically.
Why wouldn’t we?
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Transmen Program
Billy Tipton: Transgender Jazz Musician
Billy Tipton was a popular jazz musician who was assigned
female at birth, but lived his life as a man. Though Tipton
began, at an early age, to dress and act as a man, he initially lived for several years as a lesbian. Like many other
transgender people of his time, Tipton kept his gender assignment at birth secret from all but his most intimate acquaintances, and it wasn't discovered until after his death.
Born Dorothy Lucille Tipton, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in
1914, grew up in Kansas City, Missouri. Taking his father’s
nickname Billy, he was raised by an aunt after his mother
died. He subsequently rarely saw his father, G. W. Tipton, a
pilot who sometimes took him for airplane rides. As a highschool student, Tipton went by the nickname Tippy and became interested in music, especially jazz, studying piano
and saxophone. He returned to Oklahoma for his final year
of high school and joined the school band there.
He actively worked to pass as male by binding his breasts
and padding his pants. At first, Tipton only presented as
male in performance, but continuing to present as a woman
otherwise. By 1940 was living as a man in private life as
well. Two of Tipton's female cousins, with whom Tipton
maintained contact over the years, were the only persons
known to be privy to Tipton's assigned sex.
In 1936, Tipton was the leader of a band playing on KFXR.
In 1938, Tipton joined Louvenie's Western Swingbillies, a
band that played on KTOK and at Brown's Tavern. In 1940
he was touring the Midwest playing at dances with Scott
Cameron's band. In 1941 he began a two and a half-year
run performing at Joplin, Missouri's Cotton Club with
George Meyer's band, then toured for a time with Ross Carlyle, then played for two years in Texas.
In 1949, Tipton began touring the Pacific Northwest with
George Meyer. While this tour was far from glamorous, the
band's appearances at Roseburg, Oregon's
Shalimar Room were recorded by a local radio
station, and so recordings exist of Tipton's
work during this time, including "If I Knew
Then" and "Sophisticated Swing". The trio's
signature song was "Flying Home", performed
in a close imitation of Benny Goodman's band.
For seven years, Tipton lived with Betty Cox,
who was 19 when they became involved. Cox
remembered Tipton as "the most fantastic love
of my life." Tipton kept the secret of his extrinsic sexual characteristics from Betty by inventing a story of
having been in a serious car accident resulting in damaged
genitals and broken ribs, and that it was necessary to bind
the damaged chest to protect it. From then on, this was
what he would tell the women in his life.
Tipton was never formally married in a ceremony, but several women had drivers' licenses identifying them as Mrs. Tipton. In 1960, Tipton ended his relationship with Cox to settle
down with nightclub dancer and stripper Kitty Kelly (later
known as Kitty Oakes), who was known professionally as
"The Irish Venus". They were involved with their local PTA
and with the Boy Scouts. They adopted three sons, John,
Scott, and William. After Tipton's death, Kitty gave several

interviews about him and
their relationship. In early
interviews, she said, "He
gave up everything...
There were certain rules
and regulations in those
days if you were going to
be a musician," in reference to breaking into the
1920−30s music industry.
William described Tipton
as a good father who
loved to go on Scout
camping trips.
Because of the couple's ongoing arguments over how they
should raise the boys, Tipton left Kitty in the late 1970s,
moved into a mobile home with their sons (two of their sons
had run away from home after being physically abused by
Kitty), and resumed an old relationship with a woman
named Maryann. He remained there, living in poverty, until
his death.[8] Tipton lived in poverty because even though he
qualified for Social Security income, to collect it, he would
have had to reveal his true gender and his real name, both
of which he refused to do in life. Also, he could have
"hocked" his saxophones for money, something he also
refused to do even after he lost his ability to play them.
In 1989, at the age of 74, Tipton had symptoms which he
attributed to the emphysema he had contracted from heavy
smoking and refused to call a doctor. He was actually suffering from a hemorrhaging peptic ulcer, which, untreated,
was fatal. It was while paramedics were trying to save Tipton's life, with son William looking on, that William learned
that his father was a transgender man. Tipton was pronounced dead at Valley General Hospital. The coroner
shared this with the rest of the family. In an attempt to keep the secret, Kitty arranged for his
body to be cremated, but later after financial
offers from the media, Kitty and one of their
sons went public with the story. The first newspaper article was published the day after Tipton's funeral and it was quickly picked up by
wire services. Stories about Tipton appeared in
a variety of papers including tabloids such as
National Enquirer and Star, as well as more
reputable papers such as New York Magazine
and The Seattle Times. Tipton's family even made talk
show appearances.
Two wills were left by Billy Tipton: one handwritten and not
notarized that left everything to William Jr.; and the second,
notarized, leaving everything to John Clark, the first child
the Tiptons adopted. A court upheld the first will, and William inherited almost everything, with John and Scott receiving one dollar each. According to a 2009 episode of the
documentary program The Will: Family Secrets Revealed,
which featured interviews with all three sons, it was revealed that a final court judgment awarded all three sons
an equal share of his wife Kitty Tipton's estate (not Billy
Tipton), which, after lawyers' fees, amounted to $35,000 for
each son.
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Transwomen Program
I Never Believed I Was “Brave” For Coming Out As Transgender
...and It’s still not a term I feel comfortable with
Bethany Grace Howe, Transgender doctoral student

“You’re so brave.”
I wasn’t out as transgender 15 minutes
before I heard those words. I even
posted about it here, once: “Bravery,” I
wrote, “isn’t running through the flames
to escape a burning building. It just
means you didn’t want to die.”
The dictionary definition of bravery is
simple: “courageous behavior or character.” It’s when the cost of stepping
forward is dearest, its reward lowest, if
not non-existent. Very simply it is the
choice to do the right and painful thing
when there is no personal reason to do
so and the only people that benefit are
others.
Firefighters and police officers die every day, for a paycheck similar to the
one their neighbors get for no risk at
all. A good samaritan pulls a child they
may never see again from a fire, while
two men die on a train protecting women they’ve never met. These people
are brave; they risked everything they
had for no benefit to themselves whatsoever. The pilot who brings a falling
plane with 150 passengers in for a safe
landing on a freezing river is not brave;
to do otherwise would kill himself at the
controls, too. The passenger who gives
the only life preserver to a child who
can’t swim? She is brave. The father
who saves his own child is not brave.
The father who saves another man’s
child at risk of leaving their own child
without a father is.

I didn’t come out in public because I
was brave, I didn’t come out to everyone I knew at once in an e-mail because I wanted to lead. I didn’t come
out the way I did for any other motivation than one: Me. I was scared to
death to tell the people of the School
of Journalism and Communication that
I was transgender. When I envisioned
having the conversation over and over
it made me sick.
Who was going to judge me? Who
was going to hate me? My studies, my
job, my life were in the balance, and
for the first time in my life I had no
idea what to say.
So when a debate broke out on the
school’s listserv about transgender
people I saw my opening and I took it.
I came out, writing as a small voice in
the darkness, hoping only to find a
voice of wisdom in the people I
worked with.
And it did exactly what I thought it
would do: I was out; I would never
have to tell anyone face-to-face. I
would never have to see their initial
reaction; I would never know what
they might really think. I never had to
worry about being on defense against
people at school; my new notoriety
took care of that. I was the only publicly out transgender person in the
building. I was essentially famous

As a society we use the word “brave”
all the time. We worship it and we laud
it, we write novels, tell stories and sing
songs about it – and if these people
meet the truest definition of the word,
they deserve every moment of adulation they receive.

within my own halls; I never had anything to explain to anyone. And I was
brave, they all said so – and I knew
they would.
But I have never believed it for a minute. Not after all the outreach, not
even after all the things I’ve done.
You cannot claim to be something
you’ve never been, no matter how
many people tell you it’s true, not if
you have any kind of integrity. Certainly, I recognize that what I choose
to do needs to be done. I will not
claim that I am not driven to make
things better, and that I often do.
But as each day ends, no matter
what I’ve accomplished, I’ve had to
come to accept that I lead because I
am afraid to do anything else. I lead
because it’s the best way to use the
only tools I have – the media – to
bludgeon the fear that lies inside me
every day. Put me in front of a camera or a keyboard, a classroom or a
auditorium, and I’ll use that charisma,
that smile for the camera, that soundbite for the story, to tell you the story
I want you to hear. You’ll never be
able to hurt me because I’ve been on
offense long before someone ever
gets the chance to put me on defense.
Too much of my identity is wrapped
up in being a leader, the power that
comes with it, the cachet of respectability and authority that go with the
term. But make no doubt about it, it’s
not bravery. I know what bravery is;
I’ve seen people that live it, and I
long ago accepted that I was not anything that I respected about the people I admire and call brave. I’d
learned to live with that, too.
Here’s the thing, though: this world I

I do not deserve that adulation; I’ve
often wished I did. But I am not brave.

See ‘Brave’ on page 11...
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News
Below are several news stories, blogs, opinions and resources for your reading pleasure. Opinions & views in these links cannot be assumed to be of
TransCentralPA, nor the Officers or Members of TransCentralPA. Our goal is to simply provide you with information & thought-provoking viewpoints. If
you would like to submit a story, please email us at info@TransCentralPA.org.

LGBT chamber of commerce celebrates 10th anniversary
Transgender person stabbed to death in Upstate NY domestic incident (reports)
Caitlyn Jenner Opens Up About Her Life 2 Years After Coming Out
A Day in the Life of a transgendered Uber driver
PA gay man granted widower status
Boys Scouts Will Allow Transgender Child To Join Scouts
Chelsea Manning commutation
Liberty City elects new co-chair
Training educates LGBT Community on discrimination
Eight Pennsylvania mayors join against LGBT discrimination
Florida man on surviving Pulse, finding pride
Transgender men in Georgia win right to change their names
Albuquerque transgender teens voted onto homecoming courts
Transgender group in Pakistan fights adversity by throwing a party
Transgender children will now be able to join the Girl Guides
Airport screening rules revamped for transgender travelers
Seven Young People on Their Views on Gender
Dolly Parton on ‘bathroom bill’
Bureaucratic catch-22 threatens trans activist in with deportation in AZ
Vote now: Who should be LGBTQ Nation’s Person of the Year?
Repeal of North Carolina LGBT law fails
TV Ad Featuring Trans Teen Shows The True Spirit Of Christmas
Transgender man wins employment discrimination law suit
Trans Man to Make Historic Debut on Daytime Soap
Transgender teen, mother turn torment into platform to inform
Gender Fluid Performer Who Changed the Academy’s Mind
Helping Create Allies One Child At A Time
Ethics of transgender dating
Transgender Celebs you Need to Know
Transgender on Tinder? Now You Can Identify Yourself That Way
Transgendered model finds love
New Film Takes An Honest Look At Life With A Transgender Parent
App connects transgender people to services that don't discriminate
TG Firefighter Katie Cornhill raising awareness & funds at Run
‘Youngest Tycoon,’ Opens Up About Her Transgender Journey
Why we still need statewide protections from discrimination
Creative Solution To The Transgender ‘Bathroom Bill’ War
The Impact Of HIV On The Trans Community
Coming Out’ At 72: Who I Am And Why It Matters
PA Senate committee approves antibias bill
My Transgender Life: PRIDE Lasts All Year Long
US Military to Lift Transgender Ban
ActionAIDS changes name, expands mission
Transgender Soldiers Make Us A Stronger Military
Trans Pioneer Fights for Trans Community
Empowering Transgender Lights to Shine
Military Cop Liberated’ When First Exploring Cross-Dressing
9 things you need to know about the Navy’s Transgendered Policy
PA Department of Human Services Medical Assistance Bulletin
In-Service transition for transgender service members
Nation's First Known Intersex Birth Certificate Issued in NYC
Femme Fever News

A Christian Group Is Paying
For Transgender People's
Surgeries To Atone For The
Church's Discrimination
By Kimberly Truong at Refinery29.com

Transitioning is a varied process that differs from individual to individual, so it doesn't always involve surgery. But when it does, those surgeries might not be
covered by insurance and are often expensive —
which is why a Christian group is encouraging church
members to donate to help transgender people with
surgery costs.
Faithfully LGBT, an organization that seeks to share
the stories of LGBTQ people of faith, has started a
campaign called the Tithe Trans Campaign to raise
money for the transgender community. The campaign
takes its name from a practice in which some Christians donate a tenth of their earnings to the church.
"For those who do need surgeries in order to be at
peace in their own bodies it can be a hard to gain access to," the Tithe Campaign's statement reads. "The
trans community is disproportionately in poverty and
gender affirming surgeries can range anywhere from
10k-90k."
Faithfully LGBT is collecting donations to send to the
Jim Collins Foundation, a non-profit organization that
raises money to provide grants to cover gender affirming surgeries.
Not only can surgery be expensive, but transgender
people are also often excluded from proper health care
— about 20% of trans people lack any form of health
insurance. The donations would help relieve the significant cost of procedures to help them feel affirmed in
their bodies. Moreover, Faithfully LGBT is hoping to
help alleviate the discrimination trans people have
faced in the Christian community.
"Christians have disparaged the bodies of trans people
which has contributed to a culture of violence against
them," the campaign's fundraising website reads.
"From promoting anti-trans bathroom legislation to theology that has lead to suicides and homelessness. For
those Christians who have seen this violence and have
been horrified by it, it’s time to put your tithe money
where your beliefs are."
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New Executive Director at the LGBT Center
Amanda L. Arbour of Harrisburg has
been selected as the next Executive
Director of the LGBT Center of Central
PA.

to continue providing the safe spaces,
supportive services and educational
programs that the LGBT Center has
become known for."

Located at 1306 N. 3rd St. in Harrisburg, the LGBT Center serves a wide
Central PA region with its mission to
create common ground for the LGBT
community and its allies through educational, cultural and community activities that foster wholeness, create safe
spaces and embrace inclusivity.

Arbour's past work includes service
as the legislative liaison for the Pennsylvania Department of Aging and
interim coordinator of local community
service for the Agape Center for Service and Learning at Messiah College.
She was named a 2017 Wonder
Woman by Harrisburg Magazine.

"We are excited to welcome Amanda
as the third Executive Director in the
Center's history/herstory/theirstory,"
said Shaashawn Dial-Snowden, president of the Board of Directors for the
LGBT Center. "We are confident that
Amanda will hit the ground running
with her experience in program creation, event planning, project management and fundraising."

"I am appreciative of Amanda's evolving understanding and continuous
display of ally-accomplice-ship to
communities of color, people with disabilities, immigrants, Trans-specific
issues and more," Dial-Snowden said.
"Amanda is a bold, consistent voice in
our movement and I look forward to
working with her."

Arbour joins the LGBT Center from her
most recent work as the racial justice
program coordinator at the YWCA
Greater Harrisburg. She earned a
bachelor's degree in sociology and
politics from Messiah College and is
pursuing a masters of education in
training and development from Penn
State Harrisburg.
"I'm proud to be part of this diverse,
vibrant and resilient community," Arbour said. "I look forward to working
with the Board of Directors, staff, partners, donors and community members

Arbour's role as Executive Director
begins at the Center on Sept. 11. To
welcome her, an open house will be
held at the LGBT Center, located at
1306 N. 3rd St. in Harrisburg, from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m., Friday, Sept. 22. The
community is invited to attend.
The LGBT Center of Central PA is a
nonprofit organization based in Harrisburg and serves LGBTQ+ people and
their allies throughout central Pennsylvania. The Center's programs and
operations are supported annually by
its members, individual and corporate
donations, and an active grant-

seeking process.
Projects affiliated with the Center
include Common Roads, Aging with
Pride, the LGBT History Project, the
GSA Leadership Summit held annually at Dickinson College, and the Fall
Achievement Benefit and fundraiser
known as FAB.
The LGBT Center's Board of Directors - a 17-member group of individuals with backgrounds in the arts,
business, academics, government,
media and community involvement began a search for its next director in
July following the departure of Louie
Marven, who stepped down from the
post after more than 5 years at the
helm. Pat Van Horn is the Operations
Manager at the LGBT Center and
Lindsay Lughes is the Center's Youth
Programs Director.
If you are interested in learning more
about the LGBT Center and its programs or in becoming a supporting
member or a volunteer, please visit centralpalgbtcenter.org for details.

An American Drag Legend Opens About Her Journey To Authenticity
James Michael Nichols of the Huff Post
One of the most well-known performers to come out of the American underground drag scene is featured in a new short film about the evolution of her
identity and her persona as a performer.
Peaches Christ, née Joshua Grannell, has been a staple in the San Francisco drag scene for decades and is known around the world for both her
drag identity and her work as a filmmaker.
In this short film by Nate Visconti, the queer icon opens up about the evolution of Peaches Christ and the function that drag has served in her journey
to live as her authentic self.
“Oftentimes when a character has gotten a certain level of notoriety, like
Peaches has, you lose sight of the person behind the character ― and
there is power in that, in totally immersing yourself in the performance,” Visconti told HuffPost. “But for me, something that makes drag so interesting
and unique is that the character and the performer are often reflections of
one another. I found getting to know the man behind the character helped
make the character more real and more special for me.”
See the short film
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Army Welcomes First Openly Transgender Military Working Dogs
Bravo @DuffelBlog

Meet Tracker, a five-year-old, sixtypound Belgian Malinois and a graduate
of the Military Working Dog School at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. He’s
also one of the Army’s first five openly
transgender military police dogs, assigned to the 42nd Military Police Brigade at Joint Base Lewis-McChord.
“We took to each other pretty quickly,”
said Spc. Jeffrey Grassley, a military
policeman and dog handler partnered
with Tracker. “I mean, it’s a little weird
that they tell me to call him a ‘him,’
since he’s obviously a female dog, and
there was that time last month when he
was laid up for a few days after he
gave birth to a litter of puppies, but
we’ve really forged a close working
friendship.”
Tracker, who was raised as a female
dog under the name Regina, first identified as a male during the initial breeding and selection process the military
uses to screen potential military working dogs.
“Looking back now, it was pretty obvious that she was — sorry, He — was a
little different,” said Tech Sgt. Walter
Flaherty, one of Tracker’s trainers. “He
didn’t really say much, obviously, but
you could just sort of tell.”
During play time, Flaherty said, Tracker would consistently engage in behavior normally associated with male
dogs, and whenever he would go into
heat, would go after the females pretty
aggressively, almost totally ignoring

such a radical change, however.

the male dogs.
“He would only play with blue chew
toys, and for some reason, he really
liked watching reruns of ‘Xena: Warrior Princess,'” Flaherty added.
Paws Across The Rainbow, the nation’s leading advocacy group for
LGBT animals, hailed the move, calling it a “landmark achievement for all
military working animals, no matter
what their sexuality.”
“We hope that this will serve as an
example throughout the military that
being transgendered is simply not a
reason to discriminate against competent and talented military working animals of all species, said spokesman
Pat Riley, while also calling on the
Army to provide no-cost genderreassignment surgery for the dogs “as
a gesture of tolerance and recognition
of the diverse nature of today’s military working animals.”
Some of the more traditional, conservative elements within the Army
might not be so ready to embrace

The all-male caisson horsles of the
3rd Infantry Regiment, or “The Old
Guard,” long entrusted with the solemn honor of bearing the caskets of
fallen warriors and deceased U.S.
presidents, have drawn fire for refusing to allow female or openly
LGBT horses within its ranks, and
the regiment’s command team is
unapologetic about that fact.
“As long as I’m here, that’s the way
it’s going to stay,” said Command
Sgt. Maj. Samuel J. Stoker, The Old
Guard’s senior noncommissioned
officer. “I’ll resign before I’ll see
some fancy-prancing fairy-horsey
bear my president down the National Mall.”
Stoker may be the last of a dying
breed, however. Polling data suggests that most service members
are indifferent to the idea, with 15
percent of those polled say they
would “definitely” or “very likely” be
willing to work with an openly LGBT
military working animal. In that regard, Tracker and his four compatriots are pioneers in more than one
way.
As for Spc. Grassley, Tracker’s handler, he says he doesn’t concern
himself with the larger political implications of Tracker’s assignment to
the unit, and just treats him as his K
-9 partner, nothing more.

TransCentralPA Family Meeting
Next Meeting:

Sunday, October 1st
TransCentralPA Family is a support group for families of gender questioning and
transgender youth. We meet the first Sunday of each month. We provide a safe, affirming environment for families, children and adolescents to meet others and build
friendships.
Parents, relatives and close friends can share knowledge and experiences as well as
receive encouragement. We help each others with questions about laws, insurance, medical treatment, policies and
more. Your privacy and confidentiality are very important as each of us are at different stages of our journey.
If you have questions, please contact us at family@TransCentralPA.org.
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...‘Five Alternatives’ from page 3

…’Brave’ from page 7

accepted as a same-sex couple.

live in, these kids I talk to, these
groups I lead, they’re not a blank
slate. They hear me, they see me,
and they talk to me, and I talk to
them. They tell me their problems
and I listen. And where I can, I help –
and where I can’t, I listen more. They
tell me even that is enough, because
for many of them I’m the first person
who ever truly has cared enough to
want to know who they are. I had a
parent tell me once I saved their
child’s life, just by being there and
telling them my story. It is affirming –
and horrifying.

However, when I speak with my elders, professional contacts, or the
devoutly religious, I use the term
“partner.”
I really do not want to start a debate
on same-sex marriage or make
someone supremely uncomfortable.
If my partner comes up in conversation, we’re usually talking about
something minor and irrelevant to my
orientation, like the cute bracelet my
partner got me for my twentieth birthday.

Using gender-neutral pronouns regularly can also be a helpful example to
the other people in your life.
For example, if you identify somewhere under the queer umbrella,
some of your family may not feel
comfortable referring to your boyfriend or girlfriend as your “boyfriend”
or “girlfriend.”
This applies tenfold if you’re young.
Your family may refer to your significant other as your “friend,” even
when it is clearly not the case.
It can feel alienating and hurtful.

If this sounds like your family, you
might want to have a bigger discussion down the line, but genderneutral dating words might be easier
for everyone to stomach.
I’m not saying to excuse blatant homophobia, but champions of
LGBTQIA+ rights cannot expect everyone to seamlessly hop on board
with any sort of change, especially
one regarding gender and sex.
Whatever your reasons may be, I
hope this list helps you.
I know it’s far from complete, though,
so that’s where you come in.
Talk to your partners and friends, and
see if you can come up with more
gender-neutral dating words to add.

Bradford County Pride Event
October 7th
Click Here for details

It’s hard to explain the pain
transgender kids deal with, the sense
of loneliness they feel even when
they are surrounded by friends and
family. But I understand it, and I let
them pour it into me because they
have nowhere else to put it. This
power I’ve been given at the University of Oregon: it’s not just the reward
for the life I live, it’s also the cost, and
it is one I pay every day.
For what they pour into me I must
eventually pull apart from myself –
and for myself. I cry in my hotel room
at every conference. After I talk to a
group of kids the next state over I’ll
listen to the same song on a loop for
five hours on the drive home because
it’s the safest way of being numb. At
night, for days on end I can’t sleep –
and during the day I can hardly stand
being awake. It happens every time.
Maybe someday I’ll know how to prevent it – but maybe not.
Slowly, fitfully, grudgingly, however,
something has changed. I have come
to acknowledge none of this is something I do for myself. I do it because it
needs to be done, and at times I am
the only one there to do it. No, it is
not running into a burning building, or
trading my life for another. But it is
something I do when there is no personal reason to do so and the only
people that benefit are others. It’s
brave.
It’s still not a term I feel comfortable
with. I’ve tried at great length to convince myself that I am not. It’s never
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been who I was, and the path here will
always be laden with guilt. But I also
know integrity goes both ways: and if
one is to keep their defined sense of
self tied to their integrity, you cannot
deny something about you is true, no
matter how many times tell you’ve told
yourself it’s not.
And yet. All those stories we tell, those
songs we write about the brave? My
whole life I’ve wished inside those
were meant for me. How must that
feel, I wondered, to revel in the meaning of the word? What would it mean to
look in the mirror at the end of the day
and see the celebrated face of bravery
staring back? How must that feel? I
know now.
It’s daunting and deadening. For if
bravery is the recognition that someone has done something that had to
be done, even at great cost to themselves, it means one very basic thing:
something has gone terribly, horribly
wrong. Someone, somewhere is hurting or dying, and those who should
have been there to help them are not.
This thing called leadership, bravery,
or whatever other words one can
choose, will be necessary again and
again and again.
There is nothing to celebrate; there is
no reward in “brave.”

From I-83,
Lewisberry,
Harrisburg,

Enter in Park
Here
TransCentralPA
Picnic Area

From PA 76,
Dover, Dillsburg,
Wellsville

TransCentralPA’s Third Annual Potluck Picnic
Sunday, September 24th at Gifford Pinchot State Park from 2pm to dusk
The accessible Quaker Race Day Use Area is on the west side of the lake. Picnic tables, charcoal grills, convenient
parking lots, drinking water, modern restrooms and horseshoe pits are throughout the areas. The day area has restroom
facilities and is located in a fairly secure section of the park. It features a covered pavilion with horseshoe pit and hiking
trails. Plenty of seating is available in the covered pavilion, however if you would prefer, please feel free to bring your
lawn chairs. If you have yard games, bring them along and make plans now to join us for a fun afternoon.
Hamburgers and hotdogs provided by TransCentralPA. Bring your own beverage, however,
alcohol is NOT permitted in a State Park. Bring something small to share. Sign up at the
TransCentralPA Website. Questions? Please contact us at info@transcentralpa.org.
This is on the North side, middle part of the lake.
If coming from I-83, exit at Newberry Exit (Hwy 382 - Lewisberry Road)

Go WNW on Hwy 382 (Lewisberry Road)
Turn Left at Hwy 177 (Rosstown Road)
Turn Left at Second Entrance to Pinchot State Park (Quaker Race Day Use Area Entrance)
Follow park road toward lake and follow it around to (Quaker Race Day Use Area)
Look for the flag bearing the transgender colors at the picnic area
If coming from the West (Wellsville, PA 74, Dillsburg),
Go Northeast on PA 177
Turn Right at Quaker Race Day Use Area entrance
Follow park road toward lake and follow it around to (Quaker Race Day Use Area)
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